Gifts to the Library 1 August 2001 - 31 July 2002

Gifts from Fellows and former Fellows of the College

From Jaš Elsner:
Ensolì, Serena, *Aurea Roma: dalla città pagana alla città Cristiana: Roman domestic buildings* Edited by Ian M. Barton

From Stephen Harrison:
Salvatore, Armandus, *Appendix Vergiliana: I Ciris, Culex, II Dirae [Lydia], Copa moretum, Catalepton* Mackie, C.J. *The characterisation of Aeneas*

From Emma Mason:
Shelley, Percy Bysshe & Shelley, Mary Wollstonecraft, *A facsimile and full transcript of Bodleian MS Shelley adds. d. 6* (The Bodleian Shelley Manuscripts, Volume XXII Part One)
Shelley, Percy Bysshe & Shelley, Mary Wollstonecraft, *A facsimile and full transcript of Bodleian MS Shelley adds. c. 5* (The Bodleian Shelley Manuscripts, Volume XXII Part Two)

From David Rundle:
Booccaccio, Giovanni, *Famous women* (The I Tatti Renaissance Library)
Ficino, Marsilio, *Platoni theology* Volume I, Books I-IV (The I Tatti Renaissance Library)

From David Stone:
Stern, Derek Vincent, *A Hertfordshire demesne of Westminster Abbey: profits, productivity and weather*

From J.O. Urmson:
Sharpe, R.A. *Music and humanism: an essay in the aesthetics of music*

Gifts of Fellows’ and former Fellows’ own publications

From A. Alvarez (signed copies):
Alvarez, A., *The biggest game in town*
Alvarez, A., *Feeding the rat: a climber's life on the edge*
Alvarez, A., *The mind has mountains*
Alvarez, A., *Beckett* (2nd ed.)
Alvarez, A., *New and selected poems*
Alvarez, A., *Night: night life, night language, sleep and dreams*
Alvarez, A., *Where did it all go right? A memoir*
Alvarez, A., *Under pressure: the writer in society: Easter Europe and the USA*
Alvarez, A., *The shaping spirit: studies in modern English and American poets*
Alvarez, A., *Beyond all the fiddle: essays 1955-1967*
Alvarez, A. (ed.), *The Faber book of modern European poetry*
Holub, Miroslav, *On the contrary and other poems. Translated by Ewald Osers, Foreword by A. Alvarez*

From Valentine Cunningham:
Cunningham, Valentine, *Reading after theory*

From Jaš Elsner:
Alcock, Susan E., Cherry, John F., & Elsner, Jaś, *Pausanias: travel and memory in Roman Greece*

*Songs of spiritual experience: Tibetan Buddhist poems of insight and awakening*, Selected and translated by Thupten Jinpa and Jaś Elsner

From Stephen Harrison:
- *Hardie, Philip (ed.), The Cambridge companion to Ovid*
- *Harrison, S.J., Texts, ideas and the classics: scholarship, theory and classical literature*

From Edmund Rolls:
- *Rolls, Edmund T. and Deco, Gustave Computational neuroscience of vision*

From John Singleton:
- *Singleton, John Band theory and electronic properties of solids*

From J.O. Urmson:
- *Simplicius: On Aristotle Physics 3 Translated by J.O. Urmson*

From Bernard Williams:
- *Nietzsche, F. The gay science* (ed. Bernard Williams)

From Michael Winterbottom:
- *Kahane and Laird (eds.) A companion to the Prologue of Apuleius’ Metamorphoses* (with Michael Winterbottom and Stephen Harrison as contributors)

From Mark Wormald:
- *Price, Nicholas C., Dwek, Raymond A., Ratcliffe, R. George and Wormald, Mark R., Principles and problems in physical chemistry for biochemists (3rd ed.)*

**Gifts from old members**

From Timothy M. M. Baker:
- *Baker, Timothy M. M., London: rebuilding the city after the great fire*

From A.D.H. Bivar:
- *Bivar, A.D.H., Excavations at Ghubayrā, Iran, edited by Mehrdad Shokoohy; and as one of The Trustees of Sir Marc Aurel Stein: Stein, Aurel On Alexander’s track to the Indus: personal narrative of explorations on the north-west frontier of India*

From Michael Curtis:
- *Curtis, Michael Serotonin days*

From Andrew P. Davis:
- *Broch de Rothermann, H.F. Dear Mrs Strigl: a memoir of Hermann Broch by his son* (translated by John Hargraves)
- *Yale University Library Gazette Volume 76, no. 1-2, October 2001*
- *Yale University Library Gazette Cumulative Index Volumes 1 to 75, 1926-2001*
- *A Library for its time: collections then and now 1701/2001* (exhibition pamphlet)
- *Commonplace Books at Yale* (exhibition pamphlet)
Havens, Earle *Commonplace books: a history of manuscripts and printed books from Antiquity to the Twentieth Century*

From A. George Fells (offprints of his own publications):
‘The three faces of sovereignty’ in *SITREP* (The News magazine of the Royal Canadian Military Institute), October 2001
‘Building a platform for quality board operation’ in *Canadian Corporate Counsel*, October 1993
‘Coping with growth’ in *The Business Quarterly*, Spring 1989
‘Venture capital in Canada: a ten year review’ in *The Business Quarterly*, Spring 1984
‘Venture capital: can a Canadian entrepreneur find it here?’ in the *Journal of the Society of Industrial Accountants of Canada*, Jan-Feb 1975
‘Oh for the short back and sides’ in *Impetus Magazine*, May 1973 (under the name George Fourkes)
‘Gamesmanship at 25,000 feet’ in *The Globe & Mail*, 21 October 1972 (under the name George Fourkes)
‘What the venture capital firm is looking for’ in *The Financial Post*, May 1972
‘The business trip that turned into a holiday’ in *The Globe & Mail*, 5 February 1972 (under the name George Fourkes)
‘On an Audit Committee and worried? Here’s what to do’ in *The Financial Post*, 17 July 1971 (with D.L. Sinclair)
‘Venture capital seeks well-managed businesses’, in *Canadian Food Industries Magazine*, October 1970

From Robert Gerschner:
*Die Deklination der Nomina bei Plautus*

From John Gittings:
A Chinese view of China
*The world and China, 1922-1972*
*Superpowers in collision: the new cold war of the 1980s*
*China changes face: the road from revolution 1949-1989*
*Beyond the Gulf war: the Middle East and the new world order*
*Real China: from cannibalism to karaoke*

From Meg Harper:
*The ghost in the gallery*

From David Jardine:
*Poems in Africa*

From Jonathan H. Kagan:
*Numismatics in the age of Grolier: an exhibition at the Grolier Club* curated by John Cunnally, Jonathan H. Kagan and Stephen K. Scher

From HGM Leighton:
*Family Law: Essays for the new Millennium* edited by Dr Stephen Cretney
Continuing subscription to *United Kingdom Human Rights Reports*
From Michael Palmer:
   European Central Bank, *The monetary policy of the ECB*

From C. K. Patey:
   Bainbridge, Simon & Patey, Christopher, *In concert: 50 years of Chelsea Opera Group*

From Ross Poole:
   Poole, Ross, *Nation and identity*

From Blake Samuels:
   Albright, S. Christian, Winston, Wayne L. & Zappe, Christopher, *Data analysis and decision making with Microsoft Excel*
   Hill, Terry, *Operations management: strategic context and managerial analysis*

From Danuta Shanzer:
   Avitus of Vienne *Letters and selected prose* Translated with an introduction and notes by Danuta Shanzer and Ian Wood

From Francis E. Sparshott:
   Sparshott, Francis, *The city dwellers and other verses*

From Mark Vermes:
   Hegemonius, *Acta Archelai* Translated by Mark Vermes

From Angela Vincent:
   Jennings, W. Ivor, *The British constitution*

From Steve Waters:
   Waters, Steve, *After the Gods*

From Peter Westlake:
   Westlake, Peter, *Orc talk: The legacy of Atlantis (2nd ed.)*
   Westlake, Peter, *The Cruthen (Picts) and the origins of language*
   Westlake, Peter, *Sapiens Atlanticus and the fishing link*

**Gifts from members of MCR and JCR**

From Louise Calder:
   Fox, Beth Wheeler, *Behind the scenes at the dynamic library: simplifying essential operations*
   Katz, William A., *Basic information sources Introduction to reference work volume I and volume II*

From Paul Eros:

From Anders Hoijer:
   Rade, L. *Mathematics Handbook for Science and Engineering*
   Franzini, J.B. *Fluid Mechanics*
   Dorf, R. *Modern Control Systems*
   Stroud, K.A., *Engineering Mathematics*
   Stroud, K.A. *Further Engineering Mathematics*
   Gere, J. *Mechanics of Materials*
   Stephenson, G. *Mathematical Methods for Science Students*

From Setareh Khalilian:
   Burn, E.H. *Maudsley & Burn’s Land law: cases and materials (7th ed.)*
   Pettit, Philip, *Equity and the law of trusts (8th ed.)*

From Christina Stöckle:

**Other gifts**

From the Academic Committee, CCC:
- Palfreyman, David (ed.), *The Oxford tutorial: ‘Thanks, you taught me how to think’*

From Tali Amitai-Tabib:
- Amitai-Tabib, Tali *Libraries* [including photographs of CCC Library]
- Kaplan, Liat *Zeh, zeh*

From Donald Arrand:
- Arrand, D. *Britain in the first century*
- Arrand, D. *The first century Scots and English speakers*

From Elizabeth Belsey:
- Liddell, H.G. & Scott, R., *A Greek-English lexicon* (which belonged to her grandfather, Arthur Sidgwick)

From Gillian Bickley:
- Bickley, Gillian, *The Development of education in Hong Kong 1841-1897: as revealed by the early education reports of the Hong Kong government 1848-1897*

From Neville Brown:
- Brown, N. *History and climate change: a Eurocentric perspective*

From Louisa M. Connor Bulman:

From Cambridge University Press:
- Magee, Glenn Alexander, *Hegel and the Hermetic tradition* (complimentary copy given for granting permission to reproduce a photograph (item CCC MS 255A folio 7v))

From Femish-Netherlands Foundation ‘Stichting Ons Erfdeel’:
- *The Low Countries: arts and society in Flanders and the Netherlands* (TLC 10)

From Hachette Livre:
- *Le monde anglophone*

From Istituto Universitario Orientale, Dipartimento di Studi del Mondo Classico e del Mediterraneo Antico:

From Jesus College Library (Sarah Cobbold):
- Guterbock & Thurneysen, *Indices glossarum et vocabularum Hibernicorum* (1881)

From Atze Keulen:
- Keulen, Atze J. *L. Annaeus Seneca Troades: introduction, text and commentary*

From Conrad Lindberg:
- Lindberg, Conrad (ed.) *King Henry’s Bible MS Bodley 277 the revised version of the Wyclif Bible, volume 2: Kings-Psalms*
From Lion Publishing Plc:
 Keene, Michael, *Christianity*
 Keene, Michael, *Jesus*

From The Margaret Thatcher Foundation:
 Margaret Thatcher: *complete public statements 1945-1990 on CD-ROM*

From OxCHEPS (Oxford Centre for Higher Education Policy Studies)
 Palfreyman, David (ed.), *The Oxford tutorial: ‘Thanks, you taught me how to think’*

From Alpesh Patel:
 Patel, Alpesh B., *The mind of a trader: lessons in trading strategy from the world's leading traders*
 Patel, Alpesh B., *Trading online: a step-by-step guide to cyberprofits*
 Patel, Alpesh B., *Net trading: get online with the new trading strategies*

From Maria Plaza:
 Plaza, Maria *Laughter and derision in Petronius’ Satyricon: a literary study*

From Schrodel publishers:
 Zeit für Geschichte: *Geschichtliches Unterrichtswerk für Gymnasien, Band 2, Ausgabe A* [Image from Corpus MS at p. 32.2]
 Zeit für Geschichte: *Geschichtliches Unterrichtswerk für die Sekundarstufe, Band 2, Ausgabe B* [Image from Corpus MS at p. 40.2]

From Societatea Română de Studii Clasice (c/o Prof. I. Fischer):
 *Studii Clasice XXXI - XXXIII 1995 - 1997*

From Mrs Dorothie Storry:
 Storry, Richard, *A history of modern Japan*

From University of Wales Press:
 *Celts and Christians: new approaches to the religious traditions of Britain and Ireland* edited by Mark Atherton

From Joan Williams:
 Williams, Joan, *The Chained Library at Hereford Cathedral*
 Williams, Joan, “The Library”, in Aylmer, Gerald & Tiller, John (eds.), *Hereford Cathedral: a history* (an offprint)

From Russell Wood:
 Wood, Russell, *Britain at the crossroads*